HIGH-PERFORMANCE, WORKHORSE FRICTION SOLUTIONS

Our Fleet Performance Brake Systems are designed and manufactured to meet the demands of today's working vehicles. Each brake component has been specially engineered to maximize stopping performance in a variety of driving conditions including high-mileage and pursuit driving situations. Centric Fleet braking systems deliver safety with proven Lowest Cost per Mile solutions.

FLEET PERFORMANCE BRAKE FRICTION

Specifically engineered to perform in pursuit, rescue, and emergency driving conditions, safely stopping vehicles moving at high speeds and under very high temperatures.

POSI QUIET EXTENDED WEAR PADS

Designed to provide stable friction levels across a wide temperature range and formulated for long pad life, reduced brake rotor wear.

HIGH CARBON ALLOY PERFORMANCE ROTORS

Feature advanced metallurgy greatly reducing pad squeal, especially with higher friction, European-style brake pad compounds.
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DEVELOPED TO KEEP YOU IN CONTROL

Centric is a leading innovator of world class brake components and systems for applications spanning from fleet vehicles to high-performance racing. Our Fleet Performance Brake Systems are designed and manufactured based on decades of industry experience, ongoing innovation and direct input from customers depending on us to keep them in control on the street and at the track.

COVERAGE FOR ALMOST ANY APPLICATION

Centric Parts® friction systems are fully engineered, bolt-on systems for production cars and trucks required little or no modification to the chassis or suspension. The more than 650 available applications include forged, billet or squeeze-forged calipers, street performance pads, caliper mounting brackets, directional patented AeroRotors®, DOT-compliant stainless-steel brake lines and all hardware required for a complete installation.

PREMIUM BLACK ROTORS

Manufactured to meet QS and ISO Quality System Standards, Centric premium rotors utilize an electrocoating finish that provides long-lasting corrosion protection.

LOADED CALIPERS

Replacement brake calipers with application optimized brake pads providing unmatched performance, quality and value, with anti-corrosive coating that protects the caliper throughout its lifetime.

SILICONE DUST BOOTS & SEALS

High temperature silicone dust boots and seals that are designed to withstand temperatures in excess of 600°F for extended periods of time without cracking.

SEMI-LOADED CALIPERS

Remanufactured to meet our exacting standards and 100 percent pressure tested for added safety, ensuring worry free performance for the life of the caliper.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to our Fleet Performance Brake Systems is simple.

Call (310) 218-1091 or visit CentricParts.com.